Msd 7al2 wiring diagram
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Aircooled VW owners have an assortment of options when choosing a distributor for their
engine. Not necessarily. Each of these units is excellent â€” for the right application. In this
article, I will clarify the right time and application for each. You can read this Tech article all the
way through, or skip over directly to your area of interest using the quick links below:. Before
we rush ahead, since we are going to use some terminology that might be new to you, we will
define them so you know what we mean! This distributor has centrifugal and vacuum advance
operating independently. One vacuum port is for advance, the other is for an idle retard, which
improved emissions a lot! We will start at the obvious place, which is the beginning. Up through
the late 60s, VW supplied their engines with the stock distributor, which was a non-smog
distributor emissions were not an issue. These vacuum advance only distributors do their job
well, and all are dependent on a vacuum signal from the carburetor, with the exception of some
early type 2s, which were chronically under-powered and used a centrifugal only distributor.
Stock units work VERY well when installed in stock or near-stock engines with 28 or and series
carburetors. Most complaints are related to a defect of some sort bad points, condenser, worn
out distributor , or a problem that is giving symptoms of a bad distributor, but is actually fuel
system related. The carburetor is changed to something other than stock, and it is almost
always missing a vacuum port for the vacuum advance distributor to operate properly. Bosch
came to the rescue with the Distributor for early hot-rodders. For high performance engines of
the time, this was the perfect solution, since these engines were usually run at idle or full
throttle! This is also the year when most VW engines were also updated to the dual port head
and intake manifold configuration, along with a change in carburetors from the 30 PICT series to
the 34 PICT series, which has the additional port for the vacuum retard. These new carburetors
were also LEANER in their operation, since they had to conform to the new tailpipe standards
that were being ramped up in the early s. These distributors were and still are sold by the ton.
The Vacuum Advance Distributors do not have this hesitation since they advance the timing
when the throttle is opened as part of their operation. The problem is the lack of additional
advance just off idle, not lean operation. Enter the SVDA distributor. This was originally a
production VW distributor, made by Bosch. Starting in the late s, we began modifying them to
provide the advance curve close enough , and a vacuum advance unit too! These units work
well, BUT we strongly recommend that you disassemble them, smooth all machined surfaces,
clean them, and lubricate all sliding parts. These are manufactured in filthy buildings with dirt
floors, and are often assembled with dirt and bugs in the mechanical workings, which causes
them to run in a way they are not designed to CRAPPY! When the carburetor is changed to one
which is missing the proper vacuum port, obviously the vacuum signal is lost, so the centrifugal
advance units ARE the proper distributor for this application. Which one to use? What you want

is to set your ignition timing about 4 degrees retarded from the point where detonation begins.
This setting means the flame front will meet the piston at the top, maximizing cylinder pressure
and the time crank degrees to push the piston down, making the most power. Obviously, you
would leave yourself a safety zone of degrees of timing at all points to CYA in case of bad
gasoline, clogged main jet, vacuum leak, abnormally hot engine, etc. The power difference
between detonation and degrees of retarded timing from this point is negligible, so riding the
ragged edge of timing is not worth the risk!. Detonation does NOT have to be audible for it to
turn your expensive mechanical marvel into junk in short order. Ideally, you would remove all
advance from the distributor, and run a locked timing. You then put the engine on a dyno, and
play with timing across the RPM band from idle to red line at full throttle finding the timing
where you are 4 degrees from detonation and then chart it. Then, you remove the locked timing
from the distributor, set your initial timing to match what you found was best at idle. If you have
the patience and time to set up this custom curve, and have a heavily modified engine, your
patience will be rewarded! You will find they are VERY adjustable. The easiest method to follow
is very straightforward. Now find the place where it responds best at idle. It may be degrees
BTDC. You may find that this much advance causes starting difficulties when the engine is hot,
so be sure to check this out! Avoid this, or use a retard that is activated during cranking. Now,
you know the two critical points in your advance curve. You only need to figure out how FAST
you want the advance to come in. Keep adjusting it it requires distributor disassembly so it
comes in quicker and quicker, until you detect detonation problem. Back it to the previous
setting, and you are DONE with the centrifugal advance. Now, dial in 10 degrees of vacuum
advance, and adjust the advance so the carb s will actually activate it and you are done! This in
itself is significant. Obviously a fully adjustable setup like a programmable Haltech makes this
very easy on a dyno since you just tap a few keys and you are on your way, not like changing
springs and weights in the distributor every time you have to make a change. But if you like it
the old fashioned way, you can simply buy the Centrifugal Only Mallory Unilite, or the Mallory
Unilite With Vacuum Advance if you have the proper vacuum ports on your carburetors! The
primary ignition is the low voltage side; points, condenser, etc. The primary side of the ignition
is responsible for the triggering of the spark, and the secondary side is responsible FOR the
spark itself. In my opinion, Ignition Points are obsolete sorry to be blunt. Unless you like
messing around with them, replace them with some sort of magnetic triggering device
Compufire, Pertronix, etc; Aircooled. Net prefers the Pertronix at the present time. These do
NOT increase your spark quality like some claim compared to a properly operating points
triggered ignition. They are exceptionally reliable, and they will be rock steady at all RPMs,
which can not be said for points. Basically, the magnetic pickup assures optimum triggering all
the time. Simply buy the magnetic pickup points replacement unit and throw the Ignition Points
and Condenser in the glove box in case you have a problem with the magnetic unit. This is
another place where large improvements in engine operation can be gained. Frankly, the stock
Bosch Blue Coil is only adequate to about RPMs, and the spark quality deteriorates from this
point and up. As engine RPMs increase, there is less time for the primary voltage at the coil to
create the required magnetic field that generates the high voltage spark we need at the Spark
Plugs. There are two solutions: 1 increase coil current. There is no drawback to this solution
other than cost. Once the secondary ignition is improved with a CDI Capacitive Discharge
Ignition , the spark plug gap could be increased to 0. Be aware that you may have to re-set your
timing, since the larger plug gap and better spark can speed up the time the flame front reaches
the piston detonation. This savings in fuel will pay for the CDI quickly! Another issue that you
must be aware of is that high output ignitions MAY have a problem with the small diameter
Distributor Caps on the Bosch units. There is a reason the MSD, Pertronix Billet Distributors,
and Mallory Distributors have a large cap, and that is to minimize the possibility of the spark
jumping to a contact that it is not intended for! Another problem is that the Bosch Rotor has a
resistor in it, which WILL burn out in a short period of time if used with a high output ignition.
The Mallory Distributors has a solid rotor so they are immune from this problem! A last option
for ignition system is the Magneto. These are wonderful products, but they have a VERY limited
application. If you have a battery and a computer ignition, the computer automatically steps up
the battery voltage to whatever the engine needs even if battery voltage drops to a low level. But
if the vehicle has no battery and is externally started, the Magneto is the obvious choice! Let us
know if this article has been a help, and of course when you decide to order, please consider
Aircooled. COVID related supply chain closures are causing more backorder delays than usual,
and we are minimally staffed to comply with social distancing. Thank you for your patience
while we work diligently to serve your aircooled VW parts needs during this unprecedented
situation. You can read this Tech article all the way through, or skip over directly to your area of
interest using the quick links below: Before we rush ahead, since we are going to use some

terminology that might be new to you, we will define them so you know what we mean! One of
these two modifications are the most common: The carburetor is changed to something other
than stock, and it is almost always missing a vacuum port for the vacuum advance distributor to
operate properly. The Bosch and Distributors Bosch came to the rescue with the Distributor for
early hot-rodders. Distributors for Mod
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ified VW Engines When the carburetor is changed to one which is missing the proper vacuum
port, obviously the vacuum signal is lost, so the centrifugal advance units ARE the proper
distributor for this application. Finding the Advance Curve Ideally, you would remove all
advance from the distributor, and run a locked timing. Primary Ignition In my opinion, Ignition
Points are obsolete sorry to be blunt. Secondary Ignition This is another place where large
improvements in engine operation can be gained. High Output Engines Another issue that you
must be aware of is that high output ignitions MAY have a problem with the small diameter
Distributor Caps on the Bosch units. The Magneto A last option for ignition system is the
Magneto. Distributor Application Summary the article in a nutshell, without all the details. Stock
Distributor â€” For stock engines. Engine Bore mm. Engine Stroke mm. Deck Height inches - 0.
Head Chamber Volume CC. Compression Ratio Enter "8. Click Button to Calculate.

